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ByLyl:ldaSp.arber ·
· steam ·blowing · from small
· The T~wer _of, ~ab~l. was exhaust por,ts, .made 'th.e pigeon
· probably humamtY, -s f1rst real ef~ , move about.
.
Rocketry as·a viabie source for
fort to reach the sky. Writers in
the eras w~.ich followed scbemed space exploration did. not get into
to journey to the ~tars aboa.rd full swing until after World War·
chariots, hot air balloons, huge II. Even then; scientists
birds, .brick
moons
and remained more concerned. with
the actual space vessel than in
catapulted sphere.s.
While.all of ~lle ~reami~~·and li9,1izing such explorations for ob~
spt!culatJng was takmg plaee, the taining information, ~
()_nly really plausible· source of . . But manned space travel was a
·space travel-the rocket-was· long time coming after remote
developing fron) a toy to a control e~plorations. The in~
weapon t'O a method of struments on· board the crafts
.
·Were automatic' and relayed in- ·
propulsion.
For a lack of conflicting eviden- . formation back to Earth via.radio
ce, the 9hinese. are credited for telemetry; converting messages
th~ d~velopmen t of rocketry into electric impulses. T~e race
~r•mardy ~ecause. they a~e the.. for space ·officially began· w.ith.
first known users of w.hat IS now : · the 1957 launching of th~ S()yje~
called gunpowder.
satellite Sputnik.
However, t'he principle of . The Soviets were also the first th three times less than a year
·rocketry, propelling something . to succeed in a manned ,_space · later.
Twenty billion dollars 'later,
from the rear to go forward Oik~ flight,· sending Major Yuri A.
air escaping from a balloon), was Gagarin into~ one-revolution or- the U.S. landed a· manned space
demonstrated around 360 B.C. by bit around the Earth in 1961. craft on the moon ...
'" A:ulus Gellius. Gellius suspended U.S. Marine Colonel John H.
Since the moon has been
a pigeon from astrin_g ~nd, using Glenn. Jr .• went around the Ear~ reached, the future is once a&rain
o

0

0

..

open to the speculations or
writers and scientists. ·An un·
m~nned probe is scheduled to
land on Mars on July 4, 1976.
Presumably, this mission will
lead the· way for manned ext!!g!~~!2~ of Mars an~ V~nus by_

the late 1970's.
Exp!Qration of the universe ts
occurring in steps. The pace, in
the U.S. at least, has slowed
down and much of the research is
occurring within an Earth orbit.
------
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Gene Roddenberry speaks
tonight in Popejoy Hall, 7
and 10:30 p.m. His appearance is the prime motive
for this special issue of the
LQBO. Live long and prosper,
Mr. Roddenberry.

NeW Mexico

DAILY
·Monday; March 1,1976

.u.S.. Government Cover Up7

,

Ex-Deput\f.Researches. UFO Data

,•

U.S. Space PrqgJam:
Some Brain & Braun
By Terry England
"Space, the final frontier ..." .
Those almost immortal words
of Captain James .T. Kirk point
out one reason foi' exploring
space in the first place. After all,
when every nook and c·ranny of
the home planet has been ex. plored;· the only direction to go is
Up.

But getting up can be a
problem. The first rockets cot}ld
hardly reach escape velocity,
. being as they were made of
paper.
.
.
., Some men, like Herman Ober·
th and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky,
had worked on rocket ideas
before W.orld War II. And a man

in the United States started
using th(!se ideas to launch a few
ofhis·own.
Robert Goddard built the flht
practical liquid-fueled rocket ·in
1926. It gained an altitude of forty-one feet, flew. two and a half
seconds, then landed in Aunt Effie's cabbage patch. Rocketry
had come ~f age. But, slowly: ·
Although Goddard's rockets
· improved over the years, nobody
wou1d take him seriously .After a
loud rocket frightened Aunt Ef·
fie's ·neighbors, a newspaper
headline read "Moon Rocket
Mis.ses . Target by 238.• 799 1/2
Miles.'i
· · ·
(Continued on pige 9)

By Joe Donnelly
from a geological viewpoint, his
Hecker's mind is a storehouse
For thousands of years · UFO major field of study. He has been of past investigations, sightings
sightiilgs have stirred the human trying to draw relationships bet- and even recorded Air Foree atimagination but it has only been ween the
sightings and tacks on UFO's. He said although
within the past 30 years that . geological deposits.
jets had made direct hits on
there has been a growing ac- · Hecker said there have been UFO's they have had no effect.
"They (the Air Force) are
ceptance of the possibility of ex· · eases of 'people dead with no
traterrestriallife.
marks on them but their normal definitely responding to them
Randall Jleeke~.. ail ex-deputy phosphorus content was missing. (UFO sigh_tings) because it is
sheriff who now directs the New He said this led. him to his geo· their job to investigate such ocMexico information gathering for deposit theory and gives more currences," he said.
the Aerial Phenomen·oii Research evidence to UFO's being hostile.
}Je said there are a number or
Hecker said release of govern· provisions among the Army,
· Organization, said the history of
UFO's goes back to 45,000 B.C. ment Iiles and documents can ex- Navy and Air Foree that forbids
where a wall of rock writings in plain UFO's. 1'The military has · the issuing of UFO information to
China depict a series of humanoid been gathering data for 30 years the public.
forms leaving cylindrical devices. and either have the answers or
Air Force regulations 11-30
He said physical evidence of ex- are downright dumb," he said.
gives blanket authority .to the
traterrestrial visits goes back
Air Force to withhold ineven further with the discovery
formation from the public for
of a gold chain in a lump of coal
pu~Jie protection. _Regulation 11~
from· Illinois. The coal dates back .
3 g1ves the Air Force authority to
to 230 million B.C.
withhold information from
Congress, he said.
Hecker· has been enthused
with u:ro•s since his father was
Hecker said in 1957 the CIA
involved at Sandia base. "I grew.
was given the permission to conup reading about UFO's and
duct surveillance of private UFO
collecting information about
organizations because of the
them,'' he said.
possible ~nfluenee the groups
''It ·is a lot like anything you
could have on the public.
become interested in, you never
He said penalties include strict
learn enough about it." •
eo.urt martial, fines and imprisonment for any release of the
He became interested in per- .
classified data.
~onal in.vestigations 15 years ago.
.He has investigated 5,ooo··
Hecker-, said, ''I am familiar
that surveiJJance does go on." He
sightirlgs, interviewed Air Force
Wh.y does Stsr Trek
said he has trouble with his
. personnel and h•s corresponded
producer
Gene Rodwith the· President. He actelephone ~nd a lew weeks after
denberry wesr his hsir · writing the President in 1967
cumulated most of the inover his esrs? For the an(over the secrecy of information
formation for the Tucson based
swer
snd sn interview.
·Aeri1d Phenomenon R·esearch
in a 1948 UFO crash in New
Organization.
with Roddenberry, see
Mexico). he found a bugging
Presently, .Hecker Js. in~
de~irce inside his telephone
.storyp.B•.
r.eceiVer.
"Vestigating' the UFo· landing!!
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99c

"Just thin kin •
about those
hot dogs
makes you
hunRry."
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At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires March 7

Harry's Hamburgers Famous
2
0

a.
0

DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 0,

ALOIN
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55c

1916 Central S.E.
No.1
4018 Manaul NE
288-8052
No.2
_Gilllso'n at San Padro
258-1893
No.3
3005 Cerrillos Rd.
SANTA FE 471-3511
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expires March 7

PLANET DAILY -The Federation Bureau of Investigation
today captured fugitive heiress Petty Gertz in a non-violent
arrest in a low-income .space station district circling the Planet
Daily.
.
.
Gertz, heiress to the Rudolph Gertz fortune, has been a
fugitive for over two star date years when she was abducted at
phaser point by several members of the Solarization Liberation
Army.
Since. her abduction, Gertz allegedly made and sent several
holograph tapes to her parents claiming to have joined the SLA.
It is also alleged that she participated in the armed robbery of an
Earth blood bank.
FBI chief investigator, Jay Edwa,rd Huber, said his office had
received several tips.as to Gertz' whereabouts for the past two
star date years but it was not until 855.1 that they co!lfirmed her
presence in the space station district.
Gertz was represented ·at her booking by attorney Effley
Hailey who said her defense will rest on insanity by moon rays.

. Or'l"on

coupon

The Rain.Tunnel
Car Wash

~~"

Any Wash and/or Wax With This Coupon
coupon
Expires March 15
5101 Lomas Blvd. N.

University
Dairy Queen

The ATM Business Club will be providing
FREE Income Tax ass.istance for UNM students,

Feb. 4 through April 13. Phone for appointment,
277·5020,181URomaSE.(Chicano Studies}
The Orrice of Research and Consumer .Afrair.s
needs legitimate complaints about area merchants
and landlords before we can act. Come by rm 248,
SUB or call277·5605, Mon-F_ri,. 8a.m. Lo 5 p.m.

SUNDAES
2 For
!i

Price Of One

Good Only March 1 & 2
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Project. Conscjo Tutoring Service Hrce) for
students with academic problema. Contact Project
Consejo at Chicano Studies, 1815 Roma NE, 27
2530, Prospective tutors may apply with a COPf or
their transcripts.
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ST· CLEMENT- United Earth ''Furthermore I will not turn ters of Earth government and .,
First Citizen Nurtured Mickson over any holograph tapes to in- wants to be known as "the man to ~.
denhid allegations today that he vestigators on the basis of First bring our boys home from the 8
knew of the illegal beam-in at Citizen privilege."
Southeast quadrant. An in· b
Mickson's denial follows a tragalactic peace with honor."
Demographic National
e!.
o.<
. Headquarters in the Hydrolock report filed by Federation in"Let me make it perfectly
apartment complex. He further vestigators which states several clear, I hav!l no reason to doubt I !;;'
denied any knowledge of the of Mickson's closest advisors will be cleared of th!lse g'
beam-in of a local socio- · were in chaJ:"ge of a secret "roto allegations. I am firmly con·
psychologist's office.
rooter" unit to flush out govern- vinced that our system of govern'.'I am not a crook and stand on ment leaks.
ment is the besL money can buy,"
The report states Mickson's Mickson said.
my reputation," Mickson said.
advisors hired this unit to
Mickson's remarks come on
illegally • beam-in
to
the
the
eve of his departure to New
·
·
Demographic headquarters and
Peking
of the Romulan district.
have one of their members, a
Mickson
has emphasi?.ed that his
dissident Vulcan, mindprobe the
Peking will open the
trip.
to
New
custodian of the building. It also
door
to
spacial
detente without
charges that although Mickson
did not necessarily know of or concessions having to be made in
GANYMEDE-A spokespers- plan the beam-in, he attempted the next series of Strategic Arms
on for the Federation yesterday · to obstruct Federation justice by Limitations talks (XXXVII) to be
said a recent vote by the council covering up for those advisors in- held on the Moon.
'd t T
volved.
Mickson will be meeting with
ff il 't
to cut 0 m 1 ary ai ile. 0 ataurkus
Mickson said he cannot be in- New Peking chairman Mao Tse
v would "ensure a m Itary e- volved wi'th such internal mat- 'l' J
over by Klingon backed troops."
"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiui:n~g~·ErE.iiii~Ei:i:iiiii:'-Ti"
Lgiiw Eaqq, representative 1
from the Pleaide Confederation,
said refusal to support pro• H
~
Federation troDps on Taurus V
would mean a foot in the door of
democracy for pro-Klingon insurgents. Recent reports from
Taurus V indicate the insurgents
are being armed with weapons of
Klingon origin and that there has
been positive identification of
Klingon advisors and battle
cruisers in the vicinity of Taurus

Al"de CutS
May Cause
Take-over

'-~pu:r:p~o~se~o:f:c:ap:t:u:ri:n:g:t:he=m~in~e~s~fu:rit~h~e~F~ed~e~r~at~i~on~.~~~~~~~V~.a5a5$555$5$5$5$555~W.;

50e OFF · ······ ., ..... · ·

Dairy Queen Brazier
has it all·
Food· & Dessert

o::l

vot.ed to "continue the .embargo of
dilithium crystals" until the Federation recognizes the claim of
the Proximus Liberation Organization to a separate planet in the
Middle Eastern Sector.
The miner~. who have aligned themselves with the Third
Galaxy, refused to lift the embargo set earlier this year and will
consider a proposal to raise the price of dilithium by two credits
per ton.
.
"They are our crystals, and any move by the Federation to take
them by military force will result in the crystals' destruction,"
said miner president Ygru Bestp.
It was rumored that the Federation had been drilling several
units of Federation marines in desert planet warfare for the sole

incluae
· Drink, Salad and Choice of Potato

5101 Lomas
.
.Blvd.. N.E ..

~mbar·no

~.
·ORION-Miners today
, ,

· CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
. $1~79

Car Wash

.~~
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Nurtured Mickson Denies Guilt

Heiress Captured Non~ Violently

One c:oupon per customer. Valid at this PER WtENERSCHNITZEL .locellon only.
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Sale-Bratian

ANI) YOU'lL ne S'Thl'riNG ONTO OUR .Nt:Wl:ST fOOTWF.AR M51UON' .S.tNSA. TU~NS
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ASUNM Speakers
Committee
presents·

Gene IJ,odenberry
Creator of

.

DO YOU NEED·

CASH?
Earn $1 0 a week

SAVE $6.00·

Meslen Foreign Car Service

•

Tune-ups to
Overhauls

Complete
Service

266-5708

3629 Monte Vista NE

donate twice weekly

On

BLOOD

Minor Tune-up For Single Carburetor,
4 Cylinder Imports
Reg. $30.50

PLASMA

Now $24.50
(Includes all parts and labor)
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ffltop

3424 Central S.E.
266-9296
The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm

Tuesday-Saturday

a.$5.9980STON FERN
for$2.99
~~ 6kuun 17/wjt

$5.00 Gift certificate to be
given with every purchase
of $10.00 or more.

DOCTOR IN

with coupor

Star Trek
March 1
Remember the Second Show

RESIDENCE

842-6991

3424 CENTRAL SE.
266-9296
good through March 8

ALBUQUERQUE
'

,,'

307 CENTRAL NE

$75.00

prize to
best science fiction
related costume.

5307 Menaul N.E.
Just. East of San Mateo

Old Town
:323 'Romero N .W. ·
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Former Moon-Walker Turns NM Politico
.J

Editorial
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W!ty did those idiots at tlte LOBO waste one iss·ue on outer s:pace

~ and Star Trek when they could have run a story on our club's drive to

z

..

get freckled people off campus? It could have been on the front page
..; with a picture and everytldng,
a>
It is very simple, as we are accustomed to reporting the news, we
~ decided to report on two multi-million dollar fantasies-outer space and
P.. Star Trek.
As one UNM administrator said, most of the money for higher education
came after the Russians launched the sputnik in 1957. Funds in the form of
defense money came pouring into the universities to update and catch up
in the sciences. Unfortunately the money and education did not stop at
putting man on the moon but went as far as to simulate the moon's landscape in Southeast Asia.
At a recent meeting of a Star Trek fan club there were several children
there who were not even born when the show went off the air. They may
not remember John F. Kennedy and the Cuban missle crisis or Lyndon
Johnson and the Gulf of Tonkin but the starship Enterprise will be around
for quite a long time.
time.
The fantasies go even further and we have some people who have
allegedly come into contact with beings from ottier planets or claim that
·
we are products of an alien civilization.
We tend to laugh at these people but there is still fighting about whether
Charles Darwin was right about man and ape sharing the same common
'
ancestor.
Why do all these fantasies continue 7
We like to think that it is a pressure-relieving mechanism centered
around good old-fashion hope. We look to outer space and the future as
our fantasy escape from the day-to-day living and the world-wide warfare.
We project further and see an answer in outer space where the fighting
takes place light-years away frorr. ll"l or is ended by a wise alien race with
all the answers.
On the other hand, we know better IJecause advanced civilizations came
across the vast oceans conquering the distance, equipped with superior
technology. The wars continued. Also the wars were distant and we were
removed u,ntil we were able to watch the fighting and the bodies with our
evening meal. So much for distance.
So back to the original question of why we devoted this issue to space
and Star Trek. Even with the pessimistic attitude just demonstrated, we
are forgetting the tuition hike, the uncontrolled spending and the constant
bickering. Most of the staff will be at the Roddenberry lecture tonight,
we're all in the fantasy. Welcome to it.

by Garry Trudeau
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Response To
Editor:
I am compelled to respond to
your editorial of Feb. 27 regarding
the "publish-or-perish" issue by
which professors are rated in the
universities. Unfortunately, Jhe
arguments and ,protests that
teaching is paramount to
publishing seem to .suggest that
some professors are good scholars
while others are good teachers and
that one person could not possibly
., be both. I cannot agree with this
given set of alternatives when the
matter at hand is specifically
university-level education.

rLe tte

~Publish
'

I

rsl1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Or Perish' Editorial
'

Perhaps, at this point, a distinction should be made between
colleges and universities. If I am not
mistaken, the sole purpose of
colleges is to teach undergraduates. However, this is only
one !>f the purposes of a university,
which, for the advancement of our
technological society and, indeed,
for the very survival of our
democracy, must necessarily
devote time to teaching graduate
students and doing research .
Perhaps if more people could understand this important distinction
between a college and a university,

the sizes of undergraduate university classrooms would not be so unwieldy, the drop-out rate so high,
nor the "academic survival issue"
so vexing.
The thought of changing the ocpupation qf a ,universitY, professor,
to a full-time teaching job greatly
disturbs me. I fear that the purpose
for doing thi!;-to achieve good
university teaching-would be
defeated through time. I base this
reasoning pn the basic premise that
the best university educator is also
the most successful scholar. I think
it not unreasonable to say that the
professor's constant, active involvement with the ever-changing
nature of his· subject continually
Ed1tor:
.
broadens his awareness that his
In defense of Richarq Hughes: it's surprising to see Dick called subject is living and surviving only
·an A.M. junkie for his criticism of a group (Kingfish) that bears because of the incessant efforts of
more resemblance to the classic stereotype of the A.M. junk music dedicated humans like himself. Furband than any I've seen for a long time. Their one-tempo, one- thermore, I believe that tpis sense is
mode style was not only soporific, it was depressing; the same old conveyed to his students in such a
chord progressions and down-home catches that all the burnt-out way that they, too, may be inspired
to look upon and become involved
San Francisco bands except the Airplane (and then there's Hot in the process of learning as a real
Tuna) have been doing for the past four or five years.
adventure.
Their one ballad, besides proving Bob Weir can't sing, meanThe argument that the scholarly
dered aimlessly into places no melody line should have to go; the professor does not have enough
lyrics, when I could make them out, were the same old hackneyed, time for the student should be conI'll -love-you-forever-why'd-you-have-to-go cliches that A.M. radio sidered from another perspective.
Class size more so than timely
has been gushing into the airwaves for years.
The much-vaunted "Reelin' and A-Roc~irl'' was a perfect replay research could be the critical issue
of the 1-IV-V pattern rocker every high school rock band used to do here. Again, speaking from exbecause it was easy and they could give the lead guitar player a perience, I can say that 10 minutes
couple of extra choruses to stretch out in if they were running out spent in conference with the
"teacher-scholar" is worth an hour
of material. Compared to ELO's interesting treatment of "Roll Over ·
spent with the "teacher.''
Beethoven" it came out sluggish and flat.
My appeal is that the university
Yes, ELO was too damn loud; I had Kleenex stuffed in my ears system not be undermined by a
and they still rang wher:t I got home that night. But this is just a change in the publication
requirement. This is the very
symptom of the concert business in general ~blow their ears away
feature
that attracts excellence,
it'll impresss 'em
·
·
;
subverts
mediocrity· and preserves
Lastly, Mr. Arce, you should realize that calling people things like
ignoramus, moron, and immature may make you feel better, but no the greatness of our nation.
amount of name-calling will win an argument for you or turn
mediocrity into excellence.
'
·
Sharon Allen
David M. Abercrombie

Managing EdLtor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher
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John Rucker
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By John Rucker
New Mexico is in the forefront
of outer space technology. Los
Alamos, Kirtland, Sandia Lab
and White Sands all contribute to
the space program. And when
New Mexicans go to the polls this
November, they may just send a
former moon-walker to the U.S.
Senate.
Harrison Schmitt, a 41 year old
native of Silver City and only one
of a dozen men from this planet·
ever to set foot on the moon, is
seeking
the
Republican
nomination for the Senate seat
now held by Joseph Montoya.
Schmitt
has
impressive
credentials: a B.S. from Cal Tech,
a Ph.D. from Harvard and the
directorship of NASA's energy
research and development
program. Whether Schmitt's expertise in the scientific field can
be translated into the political
arena remains to be seen.
As might be expected, Schmitt
bases much of his campaign on
energy ·and environmental
related issues. "The nation's
energy problems and their
solutions will greatly affect the
future of New Mexico," says Schmitt. ''Our state h~s the potential
to provide a large portion of the
country's energy from sunshine,
uranium, coal and petroleum.
"I see the following actions
New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 80
No. 105
Box 20, University P.O.,"liNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regular week
o£ the Univ~rsity year :~nd weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the UniVersity of New Mcxfco.
and is not. financially associated wlth UNM ..
Second class postage paid .at AlbuquerqueJ
New Mexico 81131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the aco~~.dcmleycar.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages ol The Daily Lobo arc !hose or !he
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that ot the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Daily- Lobo necessarily·
·!'eprescnts the views of the University of New
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Harrison Schmitt
related to a national energy
policy as absolutely mandatory:
"First, incentives for con·
servation and production must be
created so that we become
capable of supplying our needs
for oil and gas within five years.
"Second, we must develop coal
as a major alternative to un·
certain supplies of oil, natural
gas, and nuclear power during
the 1980's and 1990's.
"Third, we must accelerate
development of economical solar
energy as a possible supplement
or alternative to still uncertain
nuclear power in the 21st century.
"As we increase industrial
development, environmental
· balance must also be maintained," he said. "Without this
balance it may be impossible to
reduce taxes, unemployment,
and welfare programs.
"The best balance between environmental protection and
necessary progress through industrial and resource development will only come about
through compromise. Each New
Mexican will have to accept a few
things that seem unacceptable in ..
order to have more that is
desirable."
In a three-hour meeting with

WHY LIVE AUFE
WITHOUT MEANirG?
Too many of us are in places
we don't want to be. Doing things
we really don't want to be doing.
Sometimes, it's because we can't
thinkof anything better to do-but
that's no way to live.
Since you have only one life to
live, you might as well live it with
joy . . . with a feeling of satisfaction and nccomplishment • • · and
the knowledge that you are giving,
not taking. W11y not decide to live
for the best • · · fora great purpose
· •·· for something bigger thnn you
are?
If you want to change the ditection of your life, you might in·
vestigate the Paulist wny of living.
The Pa.ulists are a small group of
Catholic priests dedicated to preach-

ing the Gospel of Christ to the
American people. For over 100
years the Paulists have done this
through the communication artsbook~, publications, television and
. radio-on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in the U.S., in
I!downtown
centers, in working with
young and old. Because we are flex·
I ible, we continually pioneer new
approaches. To do this· we need
deCiicated, innovative men to carry
on our work.
To llnd out what road God l:uts
chosen us to walk is one of the most
important tasks of our life.
Which road will be yours?
For more information on the
Paulists, Jlll out the coupon and
mail today,
·~--·--------· - · I
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students at the SUB last
weekend, Schmitt emphasized·
the need for a rational energy
policy for the United States. He
blamed Congress for much of the
inaction that has so far slowed
"Project Independence."
"There are not enough people
in Congress capable of evaluating
energy programs," he said. As a
result of the poor expertise of
Congress, many of the programs
.that should have been institued
haven't been. Congress has also
been forced to rely on
professiona_ls
within
the
petroleum and nuclear industries
for their information, Schmitt
said.
Schmitt feels that one possible
solution to the current impasse is
to create an agency outside of the
energy industries and outside of
government which will have the
scientific knowledge to evaluate
programs without kowtowing to
industrial pressure.
A second remedy he advocates
sending
Senators
to
is
Washington who have the
technical know-how to understand the complex energy
issue. Schmitt naturally feels
that he has more scientific expertise than Montoya.
Schmitt believes in greater indus.trialization in New Mexico,
but not at the expense of the environment. "New Mexico is exporting its natu~al resources
without a balancing investment
in new industries," Schmitt said .
"Such industries not only must
be in the state when our resources are gone 20 to 30 years from.

now, but also must be the basis
for growth of personnl income."
Schmitt warned against basing
hopes of improving New
Mexico's personal income picture
(49th in per capita income) with
"quick industrialization at
minimum wage salaries.
"To signific11ntly improve the
income of New Mexicans, we
must attract new, clean industries which employ large
numbers of people at relatively
high salaries," Schmitt said •
Schmitt considers himself a
political conservative, em·
phasizing protection of individual

freedoms. ''My basic. political
belief is in individual freedom,"
he said, ''We should evaluate
each government action by its ef·
feet on the preservation of
freedom for one individual
without hurting the legitimate
freedoms of others."
Although personally opposed
to abortion and the use of
marijuana, Schmitt said that
there should be no attempt by
the government to limit these activities.
"Government should never
force citizens to break the law.'!
he said.
AppllcaUons for ASUNM Ele(tion ComtniBJiiDh
t"lln be picked up in rlll 242, SUD No Jlre\fiQU!i f.!X•
p~rlentc necessary except desire~
lsrloll Danee Tc&chlng, Moncjay, 6 to 10 p.m.
with IIOPAI Folkdan<ora, Carllola Gyro, Dance
Studio 110. All woloomo,
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By Terry England

Gene Roddenberry, Very few television producers attain star
bHiing along with the actors. Usually the producer is just a name on
the screen, but Gene Roddenberry is a cult hero, being the creator
and controlling influence of the show called Star Trek.
The show is a rare phenomenon for television. Shows come and
shows go, and once in a while a show might last quite a few years. But
none has ever had the impact of the three-year stint of Star Trek,
. Almost ten yaars after the first episode went on the air, the impact
has increased. 1'his is partly due to local television stations showing
the 79 episodes again and again. Also, the interest in science fiction in
general has increased, which in turn can be attributed to the space
program, the real one, that put us on the moon.
"The people who make Star Trek popular ar!l the young-minded
people," said Roddenberry in a telephone interview. "I mean people
who think young-minded. I know of an 80-year·old man whoJs a fan,
"Secondly, I think the space program has helped, Man has gotten
into space and scientists arc seriously considering the possibility of
exLru·terrestriallife.
"For a w hilc people never cared much about science fiction. Our
show helped change that." The compliment was returned as many of
science fiction's top writers wrote for the show. People like Richard
Matheson ("The Enemy Withfn"), Robert Bloch ("What Arc Little
Girls Made Of?," "Catspaw," "Wolf in the Ji'old"),.'fheodore Sturgeon
("Shore Ccave," "Amok 'fime"), Harlan Ellison ("City on the Edge of
Forever"), Norman Spinrad ("1'he Doomsday Machine"), David
Gerrold ("The Trouble With Tribbles"J.
"Two things can be attributed to the show's popularity," Roddenberry said. '"fho hero Image of the characters is one. 'fhe image is
one t"J1e audience can emulate; not the anti-heros like most TV shows.
like most TV shows.
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.military lines of command were

"The other thing is universal brotherhood and tolerance." The
mixed crew was questioned by some network executives. Television,
even color teJev1s1on, was pretty much one color in those days.
· Stephen Whitfield, in his book The Making of Star Trek, said the
network was afraid of losing the Southern viewer if a Negro was in
the crew; if a Mexican was in the crew, Texas, Arizona and parts of
California would be lost; the international audience, they were ·sure,
would suffer also, For instance, Indonesia wouldn't want it if there
were Chinese aboard. Roddenberry stood his ground,· saying a ship
that far in the future wouldn't have a white, all-American crew.
Said Whitfield, "So many people became embroiled in so much con·
troversy that they ended up leaving Gene alone to do it the way he
wan ted to!"
Despite the problems had with the network brass, Roddenberry
got the okay to make a pilot. The result was ''The Cage," which was
shown later as part of "The Menagerie." NBC rejected it.
"They thought it was too cerebral," said Roddenberry. "NBC had a
low opinion of the audience, and I thought NBC was clearly wrong.''
Roddenberry was right; "The Menagerie" won a Hug.o for the best
Dramatic Presentation in Science Fiction for 1966,
"It was fortunate-or unfortunate, depending on how you look at
it-to be able to do two pilots. It allowed us to make adjustments to
the show." Some of those adjustments included casting William Shat·
ner as Captain James T. Kirk, dropping "No.1," the fem&le second-in·
command, and making Spock a central character. ·
.
Believability and three-dimensional characters are the mainstay of

Star Trek. Roddenberry was on top of it all, making sure a technical
idea fit the prerequisite of being feasible in the first place, and needed
in the second.
Some of the more scienceminded critics have pounced on
the ·show's technical errors.
David Gerrold, who wrote a
script, then a book about the
series called Worlds of Star
Trek, points out some of those
errors. Roddenberry said most of
the complaints were from the
production side of the .show, and
some were just too expensive to
do right.
"You can't do a show for three
years surrounded by 80 brilliant
people without knowing these
things as they come up," said
Roddenberry. "We could talk
about a lot of times we . wanted to
go to other places on the ship, but
budget limitations kept us from
doing it. We were able to do some
of it by redressing the existing
sets. We were doing the
equivalent of one-half a science
fiction movie a week. There were
times when we were worried
about the cost of a $1.95 item.
"As an old military man
myself, I knew you sent a
lieutenant to the surface. But if

set up for quick decisions."
Roddenberry s&id the show
· tried to show equality among the
starship crew. This was why
nobody
was
considered
"enlisted" in the crew. Ability
was not measured by race or se~,
although Leonard Nimoy, who
played Spock, isn't so sure. In his
book I Am Not Spock, he said:
''Looking back on it now, I
would have to say that the at·
titude toward women in the
series
was
definitely
chauvinistic. I can recall only two
incidents in which women were
actually 'shown functioning in
command· roles."
Roddenberry · doesn't agree
completely with that, saying
. women were generally treated as
fairly as men.
When asked about fighting
among the cast, Roddenberry
said, "You can't get a bunch of
talented people together without
" . tempers f:aring occasionally.
People who care always argue.
The best things come out of
legitimate arguments. Yes, I'd
say we were one of the happiest
families on TV. We had an attitude of;let's show the SOB's'.
"I knew they (the network)
were killing it when they movea
it to the Friday time slot. We had
a young-minded audience ~nd
Friday is the night the young are
out-basketball, dances, that
sort of thing."
NBC used the excuse of 1ow
ratings to cancel Star Trek,
althc;JUgh just the year before
they kept it on the air because of
put out by Ballantine, who puts the tremendous viewer response,
out most of the Star Trek books one that has been unequaled sin:
(of which Roddenberry estimates ce. Roddenberry said be left the
there are 20).
·
show in the third year because he
"I wasn't as close to the design knew it was dead, and he wanted
of the blueprints as I would have to move on to other .things.
liked, but Paramount owns the · The speculation among Star
copyright. There are some things Trek fans now is about the
1 would have done differently.
proposed movie. And on that
"My main objection to the Star movie rests the hope ofreturn.
Fleet Technical Manual is that
"I think if the movie is sue·
it's too militaristic. We had cessful, the series will return.
military rank in the show We will expand, perhaps to
because it's a good way of job ninety-minute or two~_hour
description. You will notice in the specials.
show nobody ~-s~:.:lu:::.t:.:e::s.:... ..:T:.:h..;.:e:___"_W_e_h_op:_e_t_o_s_ta_r_t_f_il_m_i_n_g_t_h_e

Star Trek Creator:
Think Young-Minded
we made Kirk a junior officer
with someone else above him, all
the decisions would have been
made off-camera. I had to have
the central characters involved
with the action."
Two items recently have been
placed on the market that have ·
helped keep the image of Star
Trek alive {along with the other
things already sold, like T-shirts,
plastic models, tribbles, phasers
and other assorted parapher·
nalia). One is the Enterprise
Blueprints, the other is the Star
Fleet Technical Manual. Both are

affl~§
Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Cunied Dishes, and
Sandwiches ·
Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily / 11 am · 12 pm
ff
Telephone 765·5671
aJndr~ 1~00 Central SE

on the Have Gun, Will Travel
series, and wrote episodes for
other shows like Naked City and
Doctor Kildare. In 1968 he
became his own producer for a
show called The Lieutenant.

been on television before, and he ~
had a difficult time selling it. The ~
studios and networks were -1
thinking along the lines of Lo.~t in
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"Scienct' fiction uses science or
the effects of science at its core
The medium Roddenberry and stays true to that premise.
works in is not known for its in· There is n su rgc in science ficnovative
thinking.
When tion, due to the space program,
somebody like Roddenb!ltry , Star Trek and 2001: A Space
eomes along, sometimes the Odyssey are a part of it.
going can get tough,
·
"We were a year or two ahead
of
ourselves. If NBC hadn't
''People who do interesting
moved
to Friday night, we could
shows do them in spite of the nethave
gone
on for ten, twelve
works," he said. "I think tl1ere is
years."
·
a sameness about television, and
the audiences are beginning to
Would you have been able to
complain,"
continue that long?
After that show was taken off
"Sure. When you make up a
first week in September. The the air, Roddenberry conoriginal cast is available at this centrated on Star Trek. It was planet, you have a hundred story
time, and are ready to do it. We totally different from what had possibilit.ies right there."
have no guarantee any cast mem·
ber will be given an offer for
another movie when it comes
time to start ours.''
Asked if we would see any
dreadnoughts, the new souped·
up versions of starships, Rod·
denberry said "no. I didn't approve of the dreadnought
design." He said a Federation
starship is a Constitution-class
starship, like the Enterprise. As
for the other class ships in the
Technical Manual, Roddenberry
said if a need comes up for them,
he'll use them.
Roddenberry's interest in
science fiction started like a lot of
other people when he read
Astounding Stories. In the 1940s,
he became a pilot for Pan
American Airways.
"During World War II, I was a
troubleshooter for the .B-29
program, looking for causes of
crashes. A couple of times I was
in Albuquerque, and loved the
clean air."
After the war, Roddenberry
took a job with the Los Angeles
Police Department while in·
vestigating a new medium called
television. Eventually he was
able to quit the police work and
write for TV.
For a while he was head writer

Exhibition and Sale
of Fine Art Prints
Full-Color reproductions of Masterpieces.
... featuring the works of Chagall, Dali, Matisse, Gauguin,
Van Gogh, Breughel, Cezanne, Frankenthaler, Homer, Klee,
Miro, Monet, Magntte, Picasso, Rembrandt,
Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, Wyeth, and others.
over 1200 different prints and
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·and ·
Any 3 for $6.00
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Space Program History

Moon Rocks Studied at U.

(Continued (r()m page 1)
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By Lynda Sparber
Many scientists will concede
that the U.S. missions to the
moon w.ere more political than
technical in nature and purpose.
However, science benQfited from
the trips, whatever the in·
tentions.
After the first samples of moon
rocks were collected in 1969, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) dispensed samples of moon terrain to
120 principle investigators, one
of whom is Dr. Klaus Keil of the
UNM geology department.
UNM's moon rock samples are
kept in safes on the third floor of
Northrop Hall. When the safes
are open, a large steel door
leading in to the room is locked
and public displays of the sam·

SALESIANS
WORK FOR THE
BOY OF TODAY.

BUILD THE MAN
OF TOMORROW.
The apostolate of the
SALESIANS OF ST. JOHN
BOSCO is with youth in boys
clubs, technical and academic
high schools, guidance centers,
summer camps, orphanages,
hostels, etc.
But the SALESIANS also
conduct world wide missions •
parishes, retreats, publishing
houses and film· centers.

ST. JOHN BOSCO'S
METHOD .••
PREVENT EVIL

with
REASON, RELIGION
and KINDNESS
~ro-,.no-,-,~~iorrM!jn ;;:;;ec;;:.;;~·~;v·;···
~LESIANPr~stS and 8ro11'1e1Sc11p and sewld ftus
~jiO

Father Larry Byrne, S.D.B.
DON BOSCO·SALESIANS
1100 Franklin Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
I am interested in the Priesthood 0
Brotherhood 'o
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Goddard eventually brought
hi:> rocket experiments to New
Mexico where the lack of people
allowed him ·to experiment in
relative peace. In 1940, Goddard
flew hi:> last rocket, one that
looked amazingly like a German

pies arc always accompanied by
armed guards. UNM is ac·
countable for every last gram of
moon dust, with NASA checking
weights periodically .

Dr. Rich Warner, resQarch
associate at the Institute, said
studying the rocks "gives some
indication of what went on earlier
in the solar system.
"Rocks on the moon are older
George Conrad, microprobe·
than
on the Ea.rth. Moon
specialist in the Institute of rocks rocks
go
back
4.5 billion years,"
Meteoritics, which researches
Warner
said,
while only very
the samples, said moon surface rare Earth rocks
go back 3.3
samples are studied in three billion years. Every
time the
basic forms: thin sections, loose rocks on Earth go through
some
fines and rock samples.
sort of change, the dating starts
Thin sections are slices of sam· over again. The moon is much
ples mounted on round slidQs stabler, however, because it has
which can be studied in a been dead two billion years, at
microprobe for mineral corn· least.
position.
Warner said there have been
Loose fines are samples of the no signs of any kind of organic
t 80 per cent
surface dust, as fine as face life at any time on the moon in moon samples collected have not
powder and with a static charge the research. The principle rocks been subjected to investigation.
which makes it hard to brush off found are of two varieties: These samples are being saved in
clothing. "We don't like to call it basaltic, coming from magma and the possibility of new instrument
dirt, and it's not soil," Conrad lava flows, and breccia, fused and research developments in
said of the fines, because each of remnants of the original rock im- the future.
thQ terms denotes some organic pacted by meteorites.
Warner said studying the
characteristics.
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by the visitors.
BuchlQr said he is amazed by
the number of pMplQ who have
never looked through a
telescope. "We had one guy who
came in and said, 'Can you
believe l am 50 years old and I've
never looked
through a
telescope.' "
Most of the requests of outer

space are the planets, Buehler
said. "This semester we can only
look at JupitQr, Mars and
Saturn," he said.
Star cluster M37 and the
double-star Caster (two stars
that rotate around each other,
sharing a common center of
gravit:y ).
This week there is a tentative

rocks has not revealed any new
insight into the possible origin of
the moon. The three main
speculations-the moon was a
planet captured by the earth, the
moon is a fission from the earth
and the moon was formed when
the earth was still hot.

showing of the Moon and. the
Orion nebula where there are
stars forming.
Buchler said, "There is a fiftyfifty split between students and
parents bringing their children.''
The observatory is two blocks
north of Lomas on Yale, south of
the north golf course.

Life Does Exist in Outer Space
What makes you think there's
lifQ in outer space?
We have proof that life exists
in outer space. That proof is us.
Using this proof, we can ex·
trapolate: the Earth is made up
of certain elements. The Earth
has certain chemical properties
that support life: i.e., atmosphere, water, etc. The Earth
has temperatures neither too hot
nor too cold.
The Earth orbits a star, which
we call the Sun. The Earth is a
certain distance from the Sun .
The Sun is a specific size, and
being a specific size, has a
specific temperature. The Sun
also has all the elements needed
to form planets.
In the galaxy, there are
billions of stars. Some stars are
too hot for life at certain distan·
ces. The lifetimes of the hotter,
larger stars is too short for intelligent life to form. Some stars
are too cold for life, unless the
planet is practically on top of it.
Some stars are too close to other
stars.
But there are millions of stars
that meet the requirements.

based on our own experience.
Not too hot, not too cold; not too
large, not too small; not too old,
not too young; not missing any
heavy metals; not too close to
another star.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

More· free ceramics _lessons, Tuesday, N3 p.m.
and Thursday 2:30-8:30 p.m. Open to all UNM
Students, in the ASUNM Cralts area, SUB
Basement.

The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI·
VERSITY Of=' ARIZONA program,
will offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, education, folk·
lore, geography, history, govern·
ment, language and I iterature.
Tuition and fees, $190; board and
room with Mexican. family $245.
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology,
University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

Lovelace Fouhda.Uon summer biomedical and

These numbers are in our own
galaxy. Now multiply these num·
bers times the number of known
galaxies in the universe. Now
multiple that times the number
of unknown ga'laxies in the

universe.
It is impossible to say if all
these candidates have planets. It
is even harder to say if there is
life on those planets, intelligent
or otherwise. All we can do is
guess.
But given the Earth, the Sun
and our solar system, we 'can say,
with some certainty, a dash of
skepticism, a touch of chauvinism
and a pinch of blat.ant fear, yes:
the possibility exists of life
elsewhere in outer space.

Organizational meeting for ••Jobs Not War''
demonstration tlo be held in ApriU 1 Tuesday, 7:30
p.m.f Wells Park Commllhity Center, 5th and
Mountain. Everyone welcome.

Tlu~ Women's Center Advisory Coutm. meets
Monday, March l, 10 a.m. at the Women's Ctr~
Campus and community input will be welcome
during the first lirteen minutes,

Oay wontell gathering at Juniper, Ttlt'!sday
8:15, rm 1055, Mesa Vist.. 2n.2564,
'

Applications for_ residence hall grad and un·
dergrad staff positions deadline is March 5. Con·
ta~t Assoc. Dean of Students olfice, ~fJcond floor
La Posada.

Home Economics Club meetrng in Simpson Rm 1
Tuesday. March 2, 6!30 p.m.

biophysical research for professional, grad and un·
dergrads with three years college. Deadline Mar-

eh 15, contact. Research Notes Oflice 277-4.461,

.
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Observatory Offers Window into Space
By Jol,l Donnelly
Every Thursday night school
is in session, ':'Cather permitting,
there is open house at the UNM
campus observatory from 8 p.m.
to10p.m.
The observatory houses a 15·
and-a-half Cassegrain telescope
and 12 inch Newtonian reflector
telescope. 'Paul Brasher, Eric
Schwendeman, and John Buchler
run the facility that is open to
both students and the public.
The observatory normally
shows the planets, the moon, star
clusters and double-stars.
"I just pick what I think of
what people w.ill be interested in
and we try to show it. Sometimes
I am wrong," Buehler, an undergraduate in astro-physics,
said.
The students explain what is
being shown in the scopes and
help to answer questions raised

space and return safely.
The possibility of a man being
sent into space by the U.S. was
discussed before Explorer I was
launched. The first projects
toward this end were in the
works soon after. In 1958 the
National .Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) was
established as the agency to r\.ln
the space program.
Project Mercury was the name
given to the U.S, marmed space
program. Alan Shepard made tlw
first suborbit.al flight on May 5,
1961, and Virgil Grissom the
second on July 21. Right after
Grissom's flight, Russia sent
Gherman Titov on a 17 -orbit
mission in space. Russia was
ahead again.
John Glenn orbited the earth
three times on Feb. 20, 1962, and
returned to accept the adulation

After WWII the U.S. stole
many of the V-2 parts and launching facilities. The country also
lucked out when Dr. Werner Von
Braun decided to surrender to
the Americans. For a while, it
looked as though the United
States would take the lead in
space.
Alas, it was not to be.
On October 4, 1957, Russia
launched Sputnik I, and caught
America off guard.
America needed to get a
satellite into orbit, and fast. A
Vanguard rocket with satellite
payload was given a chance; it
never left the ground.
" .. .It seQmed as if all the gates
of Hell had opened up," said a
Vanguard propulsion enginQer.
"The
vehicle
agonizingly
hesitated a moment, quivered
again, and ... began to topple."
When Sputnik went into orbit,
it was news. The New -York
Times, which uses banner heads
sparingly, used a three line
headline:
SOVIET FIRES EARTH
SATELLITE INTO SPACE; IT
IS CIRCLING THE GLOBE AT
18,000
M.P.H.;
SPHERE
TRACKED
IN
FOUR
CROSSINGS OVER U.S.
The story said, "Leaders of the
earth satellite program were
astonished to learn that the
Soviet Union had launched a
satellite eight times heavier than
that contemplated by this coun·
try." Nat everybody was excited,
however. The Navy's Chief of

Sta.ff Rawson Bennet said
anybody could launch a "hunk of
iron." It was a Navy Vanguard
rocket that blew up on the pad a
few months later.
What
scared
American
authorities more than anything
else was the weight of Sputnik L,
The weight meant the Russians
'were almost capable of sending
A-bombs raining down on our
heads. This was the biggest
reason for the sudden urgency in
the space program. Scientific ex·
ploration took a back seat for a
while.
Sputnik II was in orbit before
the U.S. could get theirs up. This
was after many attempts blew up
in the air, blew up on the launch
pad, or were blown up by ground
controllers because the rocket
wasn't going in the right direc·
tion.
Finally, on February 1, 1958,
the Times had something to crow
about:
ARMY
LAUNCHES
U.S.
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THEUNM
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
CLARJ('''rERRY

IRON-ON

l S I.DD 1 DBfllbS

AND

SUNSHIP

starting at 7:45a.m.

Senatress Becky Lowry holds o£lice hours on
Tues. and Thurs.10i30 to 4:30 in the SUB Box Of·

IConttnued on P•x••10l

FR££-

Your

Ef!ective Feb. 9, 1976. handball court reser•
valions will be taken at the JG Equlptment Room
New· Swimmlng lJours ror recreational swim~
ming at JG POol: Mon·Fri-·7 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
5:30p.m, to 9:16 p,rn, Sat•Sun-·1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

SATELLITE IN[l'O ORBIT;
PRESIDENT PROMISES
WORLD WILL GET DATA; 30POUND DEVICE IS HURLED
UP 2,000 MILES
"Success attained," read the
subhead. The launch actually
took place the night before, on
January 31, and with Explorer I
the U.S. was officially in the
space race.
Now the flood gates were
open, and the electronics· flowed
through. Like most everything
else, it became l)asier to Ia unch a
satellite· into orbit after the first
time ..
The names of those things read
like something out of a writer's
imagination:
SPUTNIK,
ALOUETTE, EXPLORER,
TIROS, PEGASUS, MARINER,
SURVEYOR, RANGER, HIT·
CHHIKER, INJUN, LAMBDA,
ECHO, LOFTI, MICHAEL
OWL. Cryptic names: OGO,
GEOS, OAO, OSCAR, ORBIS,
OSO, SECOR, TRAAC. No
names at all: SSS, TD, UK, OV-4·
IT, MS 1, GRS-A.
But scientific satellites were
not the only goals of the U.S.·
USSR space programs. There
was something more important
than a beeping satellite watching
the weather. Man had this need
to see it for himself.
In April of 1961, the U.S. was
again caught fumbling around
when Major Yuri A. Gagarin
became the first man to fly into

of a nation. Scott Carpenter was
next, and after he nearly got lost
ats(!a, he was safe.
Russia was bent on taking the
· air out of the American space
program with the August, 1962,
launch of two spaceships. ln Oc·
tober, Walter Schirra was la\.ln·
chQd for six orbits. This paved
the way for the long-plannQd 1·
day Mercury mission.
h Gordon Cooper took that
flight on May 16 of 1963. Russia,
again with that sQnse of up·
staging,
sent two
more
spacecraft into orbit. One had a
woman, cosmonaut Valentina
Tcreshkova, so far the only
woman to get that high.
The Russians followed that
with a three-man spacQ flight,
aimed directly at the U.S. Apollo
program which also was a three·

MARCH 2, 1976 • 8:00 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
TICKETS: $4.00,$3.00 0 STUDENT DISCOUNT $.50
AVAILABLE AT: SUB ElOX OFFICE•GOLD STREET
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man ship, Later a two·man ship

..c went up in 1964 and Alexei

.,3

Leonov was the first to walk in
,b space.
·;:;
By this time the American
0 program called Gemini was un·
8 derway, and this was the
·~ program that eventually put the
~ U.S. way ahead of the USSR in
!>: the race to the Moon. Some oba> servers say Russia was never in a
Z ''race" to the moon, and this may
;: be true. When the Gemini
a; spacecrafts finally
left the
Russian achievements choking in
P.. moon-dust, the Russians sort of
sat back and let the United
States have the whole show.
Gemini was a success. All the
docking maneuvers, the space
walks, the long trips, the rendezvous, were all practice for the
Big One: Apollo to the Moon. So,
things were moving along fairly
fast.
Too fast.
On January 27, 1967, Roger
Chaffee, Edward White and
Virgil Grissom died when the
Apollo I capsule caughtfire, trap·
ping them inside. The capsule
and the rocket were still on the
launch pad.
It was a case of overconfidence; of going too fast; of
believing nothing could happen
now since it never did in the

early days of the program. It was
time to stop and reevaluate the
methods.
Finally in late 1968, Apollo once again was ready. 'I' here was a
return to the methodical and
painstaking
checking
and
rechecking of systems. The
Apollo was, launched without

:;r

men; then Apollo was launched
with men; then it was launched
and docked with the Lunar
Module; the Apollo was la.unched
and orbited the Moon, and finally
Apollo was launched, orbited the
Moon while the Lunar Module,
"Snoopy," flew within nine miles
on the barren surface, returned
to "Charlie Brown" and came
home.
There was nothing left to do,
then, except do it. It was done on
July 20, 1969. "That's one small
step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind.": Apollo 11 on the
Moon.
Then it was done again. Apollo
12. Apollo 13 ran into trouble,
and the astronauts almost didn't
make it home. But they did, and
the nation exhaled once again.
And so it went. Apollo 14.
Apollo 15. Apollo (yawn) 16. And
.finally, when going to the Moon
17 times is as exciting as going to
Paris 17 times, Apollo 17.
So the United States .turned
away from the Moon, and for a
while concentrated on Earth orbit. Skylab was launched, and in
the first practical example of
working in space the astronauts
had to repair th~ir own habitat.
The repairs were made, and
several crews of three men each
lived and worked in the
weightless Skylab.
The final temporary curtain on
American manned space explorations was the Apollo-Soyuz
docking in space. Critics com·
plained we gave the' Russians

au;

more than we got from them, but
that isn't the point, For the first
time, the exploration of space
was taken out of the political
arena and into the era of
cooperation. The Apollo-Soyuz
mission proved nothing scientifically, but it was necessary to
prove a political point. ·
Whither now, spaceman? The
unmanned programs are again in
the limelight. Viking is on its way
to Mars, where it will land on the
surface and start looking for life,
signs of life, or evidence that life
was once there. Pioneer 10 is on
its way out of the solar system,
after having taken a good look at
Jupiter. On the side of f,he
spacecraft is a plaque with the
name of the planet' from which it
came, the position of that planet,
a symbol which will enable intelligent life to translate the
message. A genteel drawing of a
man and woman is also on the
plaque, on the theory we mustn't
appeal to the prurient interests
of Bug-Eyed Monsters who
inhabit deep space.

'Pack Bops BYU

By TERRY ENGLAND
Science fiction usually gets a raw deal from television.
The exception, of course, is Star Trek, Roddenberry's insistence on
believeability saved the show from becoming a gimmicky version of
Wagon Train,

·

In the early days of television, science fiction (sf from here on out
because it's easier to type) wasn't considered to be the best form of
literature. So any show with a sf theme reflected this contempt.
Examples: Flash Gordon and Captain Video.
Seeing these shows no~ makes me wonder how anybody could take
them seriously. OJ course, if you were a rabid sf fan, bad sf was better than
no sf at all.
Rod Serling provided us with stories to prod our imagination in Twilight
Zone with his tales of the weird. Some were more fantasy than sf, but that
really didn't matter; they were generally good.
I have it on autbority that a show called Man in Space with William
Lundigan was fairly good. I missed this one somehow, but several staff
members of this paper say it was a pret.ty realistic show, with zero gravity
and the whole bit.
·
'
Others mentioned by these TV freaks are Moon Pilot, Space Angel,
Rocky Jones, Space Ranger, Captain Midnight... Man! These guys
must have spent their childhood's end in front of the tube. Fireball XL-5.
Buck Rogers.

Then there was Superman, which is sf. I mean, a guy that can fly
without flapping his arms has got to be somebody's imagination.
The more adult shows like Outer Limits and One Step Beyond did
their part to make sf palatable. One Step Beyond was supposedly based
on fact, which sometimes made my scalp crawl.
Late at night sometimes the local stations ran the old sf movies. Some
of the films were real riots; some had promise, but the budget limitations
made them corny; and some were good sf.
In the first category we have The Thing, in which James Arness debuts
as an actor playing a giant vegetable. The Angry Red Planet is another,
in which Basil Rathbone finds out Martians are vampires.
Television allll(ays seem to latch on to the baddies. Only rarely does a
good one like Day of the Triffids or Forbidden Planet make it on.
Some movies, however, will never make it on the tube. 2001: A Space
Odyssey comes to mind. If they ever try to show it, it will be a crime
against nature.,
After tlie gia.9t' leap to the.
About the·.time Star Ttek came out, Lost in Space made its debut>,>l;;
Moon, Mankind will now conBoy,
what a piece of trash. That goddammed robot was based on the allcentrate on a slow program to time great,
Robby, and came across like a metallic Ann Landers.
inhabit space. The space shuttle,
UFO was done by the people who brought you Space 1999. UFO was
a re-usable ship that will land like bad, but Space 1999 is a little better. They· rely too much on electronics,
an airplane, will be the beginning
and not on acting. When they want to get a reaction shot from Barbara
of a program to build permanent Bain, they just go to the file and pull out Bain Standard Shot No. 1 and
living and working structures in
splice it in. You can tell pleasure from fear in Bain's face by looking at her
space.
hair.lf it's mussed, she's showing fear.
An example is the Large Space
Aside from the fact that the Moon could never be blasted out of Earth
Telescope (LSTJ which will
enable astronomers to look at orbit without breaking up, the rest of the technical stuff is fairly good: The
new season's shows are supposed to concentrate on characters, now that
distant objects without at- you're
hooked on the gimmicks.
mospheric interference from
One
valuable feature of Space 1999: they went over the heads of the
Earth. ·
networks and sold it directly to the local stations. And, it worked. Space
The New York Times editorial 1999 will return next year.
said, on the day after EKplorer I
The Starlost has an interesting history. Harlan Ellison, of A Boy and
was put in orbit, " ... What we now His Dog fame, was supposed to be the guiding force behind the show.
reach out (or is knowledge, and But (as he puts itt he got screwed by the network. It got so bad he refused
the end of the story will not be to have his name associated with the·shqw; instf1!ad his pseudonym was
colonization of the moon or of used. Ellison got a perverse kind of pleasure out of that fact.
-Mars, but perhaps a greater wellThanks be to Gene Roddenberry: "People who put interesting shows on
being on the earth we inhabit."
.
television do it in spite of the networks."
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George Berry piggy backs Brigham Young's Ostarcevie
Misho in a very physical game. Lobos slided past BYU 79-74
Saturday night.

By Harold Smith
George Berry pumped in 20
points, ripped 11 boards, gained
TVS player honors, and broke a
Cougar press with his ball handling in UNM's 79-74 WAC
basketball victory over Brigham
Young Saturday afternoon in the
Arena.
The J"obo cagers had been
down by as much as 12 points.
New Mexico reacquired the lead
with 2:45 remaining on a Berry
jumper from the side to make it
69-68 UNM. Although BYU
stayed. within range the rest of
the contest, and even had a chance to tie it up with a two-shot
charity and a technical toss at the
24-second mark, the Lobos never
trailed again.
Cougar Tim Mould missed the
first two free throws and Verne
Thompson missed the technical
to ice it for the Wolfpack, who advance to 7-6 in conference play.
A much-improved Lobo Norm
Cacy said after the game, "I
thought we could come back."
Cacy scored 10 points on corner jumpers and smooth baseline
drives. The soPhomore .forward

Lobo Baseballers Get Cranked Up;
Gain Doubleheader Sweep· Saturday
By Tim Gallagher
The UNM baseball team
opened its season like an old Victrola this past weekend in their
three game opening series with
Lubbock Christian.·They took a
while to get cranked up, but
when they did, they played in
stereo.
After losing the opener Friday
7-3, the .Lobos came back with a
doubleheader sweep on Saturday
by the scores of 3-2 and 5-4.
Friday's game was in doubt until about the eighth inning, but
the Lobos could have taken two
bad omens in the first inning as
their sign of fortune for the day.
John Harris from Clovis, who
considered UNM before going to
Lubbock Christian, parked the
first fence to give the Chaparrals
a 2-0lead.
In the bottom of the first, Lobo
Clark Langdon batting clean-up
lofted a ffy to center that was
lost in the sun and went for a
two-base ·error. But Langdon
pulled a muscle on the play and
was lost to the Lobos for the
series.
Chap Kim Nikkel also homered
on a ball that was tipped over the
fence by Lobo rightfielder Jan
South. Both of UNM's other runs
were unearned.
Saturday broke sunny and
clear and the parking area
surrounding the baseball field
was packed. Unfortunately for
Coach Bob Leigh's boys, all but
100 of the car inhabitants were
inside the Pit watching the
basketball game. They missed a

The Lobos used some unear·
great baseball game.
ned
runs and great relief pitching
Scott Miltenberger pitched a
great ball game in limiting the to win the seven-inning nightcap.
Chaps to seven hits. Despite Harris again hurt the Lobos with
some shabby baserunning, the a fourth inning homer blasted
.Lobos led 2-0 after five innings over the centerfield fence to
on Bob Bartell's home-run and make the score Chaps 4, Lobos 1.
· Aiken, pitching for Lubbock
Kyle Rutledge's RBI single.
Miltenberger, tiring in the Christian, dug his own grave
seventh, allowed a run on two with a throwing error and two
singles and a sacrifice fly. Two wild pitches that allowed UNM to
outs from a 2-1 victory in the nin- tie the game.
In the bottom of the sixth, the
th, Scotty tried to sneak an 0-1
Lobos
won it on an RBI fielder's
change-up past Wayne Aiken.
choice
by
Art DeLao.
The Chaparral designated hitter
snuck it over the fence to tie the
·
ball game at 2-2.
With one out in the bottom of
the ninth, Mike Delmonico
singled for the Lobos. South
followed and was hit by a pitch
Business
putting Lobos on first and
second. Jerry Tapp followed with •
Fine Furniture
a 2·1 single to right and
Collectibles
:Belmonico scored to make the
Lobos 1-1on the year.
3500 Central SE.
After the game, Miltenberger
said, ~·I was tired. Man, I haven't
Albuq, New Mexico, 87106
pitched that much since last sum(505) 266-8414
er.n

said, "l have a lot more confidence now."
UNM Coach Norm Ellenberger
said he yelled at the referees, for
which he was assessed the
technical, because "I was worried
!or Cacy's life. I like the kid."
Besides Cac.y and Berry three
other Lobos were in double
figures. Larry Gray had 16 points
while Dale Slaughter had 14 and
Dan Davis 10.
Gray, who did not start, came
off the bench to grab 10 caroms.
Gray said, "I worked a little har·
der this game. r didn't get so
tired."
Center Mike Patterson did not
play most of the second half
despite a blocked shot and a
driving layup which temporarily
sparked UNM midway through
the last stanza. Patterson said, "I
don't think he (Ellenberger) has
much confidence in me. All I
have to do is make one mistake
and I'm out."
Junior-varsity star Mike
Stewart got in the game for a
minute as Ellenberger searched
his bench while Ricky Williams
sat out with an ail
ankle.

mnasts
Drop One,
LSU Next

~
:=;·

It will be the last chance to

t:J

see the UNM gymnastics team
tonight in Johnson Gym, when
the Lobos take on the NCAA
erup, Louisiana State at
The gymnasts arc coming off
road trip into Arizona where
picked up their first dual
loss of the season to
riz~Jna State, 211.75-211.25. It
th*1 highest the Lobos have
1scor<\d all year and the loss will
move them into the
top five this week.
knocked off Arizona on
same trip to give them an 8·
record.

MakerB of Uandmadclttdian Jewalry

OI.DTOWN

Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs • Chairs
Refills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
· JO" o// with this ad

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299·1295

SAUZA TEQUILA PARTY
Tuesda,Y. march 2, 1976

--

OK IE'S
1720 Central Ave, S.E.
8:00pm till 11:00pm

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

Chris Miller
Featuring Souza Tequila
and the new

IN-DRINK

thru Thursdo._y

THE
margarltas------... 80c

Shot$ of Tequlla---·--·60c
Drafts-._.._.._,___.......2Sc
2935 1\Jonte Vista NE 265·3681
10~

With This Ad

4418 Central S.E.

N
Lampoon Editor
March 5th, 8:00pm in SUB Ballroom
Tickets go on sale Monday at Gold Street. Cir_cus, Natural Sol.lnd II On Menau1 & SUB Bo:x

omec for student discounts

)

Today thru' Thur
.Me.sa Vjsta Hall, ""'"..""'..."'~'1
School of Law,'Rm 105
Qollege of Nursing

Today thru' Thursday
· Visit the Information
table in the Student
Union

-

In 1976 the National Lam_poon celebrated its !ifth anniverSary, and is alive and well, casting
a satirical eye on e'letything· itwrites about. Jt has no axe to grind, no pious points; or view~
It lives blissfully a·parl !roni the world of tact& -ilild. politieal_ reality .. A perfect example rs
Chris Miller1s program. Encompassing the !ubject.s ot humor and comedy, youth and sex, the
college scene, and contemporary poUties, U's entitled "Toe Sucking in Albania If; or 11An Even'
ing of Erotic Laughter'\
$.75 Students $2.00 l'ublle

"SAUZA NOCKER"
ALL TEQUILA DRINKS

SOc

and

75c
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: l:i c;,uts per word per day, one dolln
minimum: AdvertiHements run live or more
eonaerutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ta per word per day (no retunds U cancelled
before flve Insertions). Classl!ied ad•
vertisements mu11t be paid In advance.

h

PERSONALS

I'REGNAN'r AND NE-EtiliELI~?Y;u h·a~efricn:
ds who care at llirthrighL. 247·9819.• tfn
Dll.liAR.NICiif ne~ds~f24 'IJlon·th-~ld 'bnble~r;;;.
study on infant play, 277-4209, 3/5
·AilfLITIES, s'riu1No·h'i"'s::-.~w-~-ak:-n~e;srs
revealed through personal, scientific handwri!ing
analysis. Wrttc Jour sentences & signature on
unlined paper. Send w/$2.00 & st.1mped rnvelopr.
M. Curry, 421 Princeton Dr. SE, Albuquerque,
87106. 3/5
STUDYING •. STUllYiNG, STUDY.ING. buL
Dunkin(\', flunking, Ounking-t'all AGOnA. We'll
Jisten277·301~. 3/5
~~-~~--~-.-~~~~·····~~-IlEAl:> FOR NED'S Pre·Winler Carni\'al .Party,
Thursday the 4th aL8:30 PM. You ain't gonna wan·
na miss it! ~rt

YOUR

Free Daytime
Actlwltlea
presents

"SHADOW
of the
THIN MAN"
starring
Myrna Loy
William Powell
~onday, March 1
lOam, 12 noon & 2pm

SUB Theatre

LEARN
FOUND~MALE all black labrador cross at. Silve~
& Sycamore. 843-7559 work ask for Dennis,
evenings Sally 243·0258. 3/1
L'ositnfuAGJ,foj PUPPY. Orange rollar with
n~mc"Jlravo" on tag, 26(;.3728. 3/3
RJi:WA.IW:-sJi:\f£a·;;;d T~rqu~i~e ringJ~st
wc~>n Chemistry nnd S Ull. Leave message lor
Debra/David, 277-61018·5:00. 3/5
wATcn. 26o.s7os, 26s-l.ts3.
Dnll or Helen. 3/U
FOt.IND;JACKETc.:i-nM:-:--a-rr~o-n"::H~ii' 104 2/g7.ldcn·
tify & daim Mnrrollllall ~31. 3/6
LOST7Inlaid. ~;JlclJp;ndan.-t--:_on_s..,.in-g~le--:h~e~is":""'hi
strand • .Reward. Please call242·7228, ~/6
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SERVICES

----~--~~~~
FAMOUS .QUIVtnA
BOOKSHOP
and·
PllotograJihY Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Special_order service. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! f'asl, pleasing. Neat UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
TYPING: - P;pers, Theses, dissertations, etc:.
Susie 345·5732. 3/l
EXPEltiENCI'.:D TYPIST, Manuscripts thesis,
disserl.'ltions, etc. 50 cents per double-spaced
page. 3·15·3288. 3/2 •
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM L.aw School Clinical
Program o(fcrs legal services fof students and
staff, Furnished by qunliried law students under
faculty suJiervision. Availability limited to those
whose assets and income do not C1(ceed
established guidelines. $2.00 registration fee.
Because of budget cuts and financial restrictions,
the Clinical Program has been forced to reduce its ...
intake. It lor some reason we cannot provide ser·
vices for you after you have contacted ·Us, we hope
yDu will undcrsUind. CnU 277·2913 or 277·3604 for
information and apnointmcllts, Sponsored by
Associated Students of UN.M 3/1

TO.SKYDrVE-:G'tasses ilOW beginning,
281-1245. 3/5
CAN'T MAKEA LE.CTURE? For a sm-;11 stipend
you ~nn receive l)eatly printed notes and/or recor•
ded lllpe offered by upperclassman w/3.-5 GJ>A.
For info. call 277-3182 evenings. 3/6
"ii'i'iOFESSIONAI, TYI'IST. tllM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasDnnblc rates. 298·

1J£.:...JL6::.......---·

4.

FORRENT

TIRED OF COOKING & dcaning?· Live at the
College Inn, heated pool, plenty of 11arking, maid
service, all you ean eat & we wnsh the dishes. 30:1
Ash N.E, 243·2881. 3/12
F'URNlSHED APARTMENTS fi·om $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM. No pets. 400 .Maple SE. 843·
7632. 3/4
ROOM FOR RENT. SE $75 mo. Split utilities, 255·
6661. 3/1
STUDENT SEEKS ROOMMATE to share apart·
ment. $75/month. Plus deposit, includes utilities.
Sec Joe Donnelly at the LOBO in the at·
tcrnoon. 3/2
EFFICIENCY, UNM one block, $110 utilities in·
eluded. 255-1676. 3/2
ONE DEIJROOM ADOBE:, tireplnce, garage,yard,
$155, 843·6971. 3/2

5.

TYPEWRITER $30, TV 9" $38, Sewing machine
$30, 242-~413. 3/1
COLOR 1'V. Brand name; Big screen. Assume
payments of 57.0() per month. 3105 Central NE.
262-0637. 3/1
·FOR SALE: 1973 .Chevy LUV pickup, runs good.
Gall evenings Snrrth ~44·8568. 3/8 .
A.MERICAN/INTERNATIONAI, YOUTH Hostel
Puss sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
. NE. 311
SINGER. MACHINE. Left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig·JO.ilg, !'(c. Pay
$26 and take machine. 3105 Central NE. 256·
3505. 3/1
72 BLUE 128 Fiat, front drive $1200, 296·
1821. 3/2
HERMES AUTOMATIC OF.FICE ealculator
w/tape 6 mo. old, $595 new, $225 or best offer,
268·5159after6p.tn. 3/2
FACTORY SALE: POTTER'S Wheels Dinack
Corporaiion. Lessons available. 292-3546 limited
promotion. 3/2
TWO BE:DR.OOM. Den, two fireplaces, hardwood,
Ridgecrest. 268.0398. 3/3
SHARP 65 FOnD Econoline Jlirk·u)l, custom shell,
chrome wheels, 24~·2735, 3/3

FORSALE

20 USED TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 3/1
LEVf'S~B~L~u"=E~·.r""E~A·•N-:--:-b:--ig~.~bc"C:l:-"ls~a~lw-a-y-s~a~t-T=-h:-"'e'

Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954.

NOW OPEN: Village Green Records, 2227 Lead
SE 1:00-6:00 Jl.m. Lead & Y(lle. SJ1ecia!i1.e in 60's
roek. 3!1
\

tfn

STEREO CLOSE OUT. Closing all 1975 tnodel
stereo's, CB's, consoles, tomponents, recorders,
cassettes, etc., etc~ 20 to 50 per cent ott while they
last. 31_05 Central NE. 256·3505•. 3/1 •
...
1963 FORD VAN: Runs good, needs work, perfed
to customize, stereo. 345-5732. 3/1

FRYE llOOTS-Lndics sizto 8M: $50 (paid $65).
Call Paya 268·0332, ~/5
·,...-~:------

ROSSIGND STnATO 102 SKIS 175cms, great
condition,
277-4285. 3/6
CANON·FT·B camera, 50mm 1.8 $175, Canon·FT
$150. 255·2119. 3/6
.

sao.

SKI BOO'l'S 1/2 price, used twice, must. sell. Call
293·2145. 3/2
1975 FIAT 128 Station wagon, excellent condition,
$2850. 262.0200. 3/2
;-

l
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6.

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSBAS JOBS-tcmJiorary or permanent.
EuroJie, Australia, S. America, Africa, ete, All
field, $500·$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sight·
seeing. Free info,-Write: International Job Celt•
ter, Dept. N B Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704. 3/1
·~~--------~--~-HELP WANTED.
Full or parl time. Above
average income. Bunny's Escorts. 266·7656. 3/9
TYPIST. EXPERI'ENCED, fast and accurate.
Flexible hours.345·2125betwecn 9and 4. 3/6

7.

TRAVEL

EUROPE [trom $289 r.t.l ASIA ltrom $499 r.t.)
Low cost jet fares all over the world Railpasses,
etc:.I.T,S. (303)443·7584. 2031 Broadway, Boulder,
Colo. 80302. 3/10 ·
VISIT RUSSIA: Leningrad, Petto?.aVodsk,
Novgorod, Moscow, Odessa, Kiev, Budapest,
Prague. June 9.July 8, 1976. Total cost-$1442.Jn.
c;_ludes-mcals, transportation, hotels. $200
deposit. Interested?? Act Now! Contact George
Jlarutunian at 351-A, Ortega Hall. 277·2334, home
298-2229. 3/1
-----·--·-----·--~---·.-------·

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Signa~ lights for Japanese
.M o to;reyele s ~ :!6 6· 4 0 77
a (ter noon,
evenings. 3/1
·

N.EW PAIR TURN

.

---

Free Daytime Activities Presents

THE NATIONAL LAMPOON SHOW

Ash Wednesday
Services 7:30am

A satirical· joke~reck, mock concert,
featuring the cast from Lemmings.

plus: GENE AUTRY

12:30 noon
5:30pm
. Univ.ersity NE

·--

- - ·- - - - 1971 MAZDA RX·2 sport coupe, 4 speed, AC,
luggage rack, Mirhelins. After 6 p.m. 296·
6969. 3/6
. UNIVERSITY CHEVRON at University and Cen·
!raJ-Chevron ~soline 51.9, 3/3
TYPEWRITERS-Adler Tippa, new. $79 one year
Warranty. Duke CiLy Typewriter,l325 San Mateo
NE, 265·8~47. 3!12
PEUGEOT BICYC(.ES. $119.95. The llike Shop,
842-9100. Fully guaranteed. 3/6
~-:-:.--~::-:---::-=:·-·--·
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no. 7

March 1 through March 4
SUB North Ballroom
10:00am to 3:00pm continuous showings
-:
8P9ESored by ASUN~ and Student Activities ...
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